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KUPILKA introduces its range of award-winning eco dishware and survival gear at 
Europe’s largest outdoor trade fair 
 
Product highlights: 

- Kupilka 12 junior cup; inviting children to explore the outdoors and get inspired by 
nature. The cup is designed to fit perfectly in a smaller hand and is available in four 
exciting colours – original brown, conifer, cranberry and kelo black. Each item is 
unique and comes with a beautiful organic pattern. 

- Kupilka 44 large plate; dine, serve, hang. New improved model with a hole on 
each handle allowing the user to hang it easily, similar to other Kupilka items. 

- Kupilka FireSteel 8; fire starting made easy. This sustainably produced firesteel 
won two awards at ISPO Munich 2019 – ISPO Award in the Outdoor/Tools & 
Equipment category and Scandinavian Outdoor Award (SOA) in the Hardware 
category. The Ferrocerium rod creates big sparks up to 3000˚C, and the secure 
handle can be used even with gloves on. Steel for the striker is a by-product of the 
metal industry, and the cord comes from ethically produced reindeer leather. 
Designed by Krista Hoque in collaboration with Karu Survival. 

- Kupilka 1 mini; for true Kupilka fans. Visit the team at B6-216 to get yours! 
 
Kupilka products are made in Finland from the company’s own biomaterial, and the 
production process is carbon neutral. The material consists of 50% wood-based fibres from 
the certified Finnish forests and 50% polypropylene. The product range includes cups, 
plates, bowls, cutlery sets, sporks, service trays, knives and firesteels. All Kupilka dishes 
and eating utensils are dishwasher safe. At the end of their life span, the products can be 
recycled, incinerated for heat energy or returned to the manufacturer for re-use. Kupilka 
packaging is made from recycled cardboard which can be recycled or burned. 
 
Plasthill, the manufacturer, is a pioneer in environmental values and was one of the world’s 
first companies to start using green electricity in 1998. Still today, EKOenergy is used in all 
production. Did you know that it is possible to achieve zero CO2 emissions in production? 
Read more here: https://kupilka.fi/en/we-care 
 
For further information, please contact: Laura Kaasinen 

laura.kaasinen@plasthill.fi 
+358 50 351 4348 

 
Visit KUPILKA in the Scandinavian Village (B6-216) or join the daily fire-making 
competition at 2pm in the HangOut area (FGL.724) at OutDoor by ISPO 2019. 
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